
NATA SAMPLE QUESTIONS BY HSSLiVE.IN 

NATA- SAMPLE QUESTION PAPER(DRAWING TEST) 

 

Q1.Imagine that your size has been reduced & you are inside a paper boat 

in a big bucket (filled with water) placed in the bathroom. You can also see a 

frog & a mouse inside. Draw the view. Render in pencil only.  

Q2.Create and draw a two dimensional composition using profile of a 'Key' in 

the given space and colour the same using any Three colours of your choice. 

You may overlap the profiles and use the profiles multiple times. 

Q3.Make a 3D composition with 2 earthen pots and 3 bottles in this space 

provided. Also show the effect of light and shadow on it. 

Q4.You can see a bus stop across the road from your first floor balcony. 

There are number of persons waiting for bus today morning. Draw a pencil 

sketch of the bus stop as you see from your balcony. 

Q5.Design a logo for a cell phone company. Render in colours of your 

choice. 

Q6.Make a still life composition using an earthen pot, tumbler, rectangular 

box, bucket and a piece of cloth. 

Q7.Imagine that your size has been reduced to 6 cms and you are standing 

on an open newspaper lying in your room. Draw a pencil sketch of what you 

would see of the newspaper along with some view of the room. 

Q8.Create a 2D composition of basic shapes like squares, rectangle, 

triangles & circles in given space by arranging them next to each other and 

coloring only the spaces or voids formed between them, using tints and 

shades of any primary colours. 

Q9.Make a 3D Composition with the 6 glucose biscuit and a ball in the space 

provide. Also show the effect of light and shadow on it. 

Q10.An inter club cricket competition is going on. Imagine you are an 

umpire standing behind a pace bowler. You can also see trees around the 

ground. Draw the view. 

Q11.Draw an ad for mineral water bottle & render in colours of your choice. 
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Q12.Arrange number of cubes of different sizes to create a sense of opening 

and steps. Show shades and shadows on the composition. 

Q13.Imagine yourself sitting in the last row of an auditorium to see the live 

dance performance. Lights on the stage are on & rest of the auditorium is 

dark. Draw a pencil sketch of whatever you will be able to see sitting there, 

from your seat. 

Q14.Create and draw a two dimensional composition using profile of a 

'Electric Bulb' in the given space and colour the same using any three 

colours of your choice. You may overlap the profiles and use the profiles 

multiple times. 

Q15.In the given rectangle draw a stable 3 dimensional composition using 

equal numbers of glucose, marie, krackjack and any cream biscuits. Show 

shade and shadows on the composition. 

Q16.Imagine yourself to be a bird sitting on the edge of your nest on the 

tree. Nest has eggs in it. The little boy next door curious about it is trying to 

climb the tree to see what is inside the nest. Draw the scene in pencil from 

your point of view. 

Q17.Draw the logo for a college festival using circles of 4 different sizes. You 

can use as many number of circles as you want. Use 4 colours to colour the 

composition 

Q18.In the given space arrange 5 earthen pots of any shape and size to 

make an interesting looking stable composition. Draw the composition from 

interesting angle and show shades & shadows on the composition. 
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